Clustering of excess growth resources within leading growth cones underlies the recurrent "deposition" of varicosities along developing neurites.
Varicosities (VRs) are ubiquitous neuronal structures that are considered to serve as presynaptic structures. The mechanisms of their assembly are unknown. Using cultured Aplysia neurons, we found that in the absence of postsynaptic targets, VRs form at the leading edge of extending neurites when anterogradely transported organelles accumulate within the palm of the growth cone (GC) at a rate that exceeds their utilization by the GC machinery. The aggregation of excess organelles at the palm of the GC leads to slowdown of the GC's advance. As the size of the organelle clusters increases, the rate of organelle sequestration diminishes and the supply of building blocks to the GC resumes. The GCs' advance is re-initiated, "leaving behind" an organelle-loaded nascent VR. These mechanisms account for the recurrent "deposition" of almost equally spaced VRs by advancing GCs. Consistent with the view that VRs serve as "ready-to-go" presynaptic terminals, we found that a short train of action potentials leads to exocytosis of labeled vesicles within the varicosities. We propose that the formation and spacing of VRs by advancing GCs is the default outcome of the balance between the rate of supply of growth-supporting resources and the usage of these resources by the GC's machinery at the leading edges of specific neurites.